DOING IT RIGHT

CABLE
ROUTING
There’s a trick
to keeping them
out of harm’s way
By Paul Clipper

o some of us, cable routing is the
The symptoms are quick and painful:
simplest part of putting a bike to if the cable snags tight enough to lock
gether, yet we can all remember a timethe front brake, you’re usually over
when we kinked or melted a cable hous the bars and on the ground before you
ing by not using our heads. Knowing a
know what hit you. Though common,
few simple rules at the time may have
this problem is also one of the simplest
prevented this grief.
to cure.
On a few popular bikes, the cables
Starting at the backing plate, make
come from the factory routed in such a
sure the cable end is firmly seated in
way that the housings are subjected to
whatever kind of holder your bike uses.
tremendous heat and bizzare bends. Usually, there’s an adjusting sleeve
Because of this they never work well
held in a boss, with a nut on either end;
right from the start. Is this the planned
the cable housing slips into the end of
obsolescence we’ve heard so much
the sleeve. No matter what happens,
about? Maybe, but it doesn’t need to
you don’t want that cable jumping out
be. With a little bit of forethought and
of the sleeve, so take some safety wire
some spare time for experimenting, and clamp it in, as shown in the photos.
you may be able to change a few things
Moving on up the fork leg, the cable
around on your bike and work all
should be attached to the leg in at least
kinds of miracles.
one spot, with a clamp molded into or
If you’re having problems with one
wrapped around the leg. This clamp
specific cable on your bike, look it up
should be getting a good bite on the
in the next couple of pages; we may
outside of the housing. The housing
have the answer for you. Obviously, should be taut between the adjusting
we can’t describe in detail all the tricks
sleeve and the clamp. If it isn’t, wrap
on every different kind of machine, some tape around the cable to make it
but follow these rules and you’ll be in
thicker inside the clamp, then cinch
the right ballpark in no time.
that sucker tight.
Front brake
If the clamp your bike normally uses
The most common problems with
is broken, lost, or otherwise useless,
the front brake cable are snagging on
there are a number of accessory clamps
trees and bushes or looping over the
you can buy. One such item is the Pro
front number plate, speedo, headlight, Clamp 1, available from Moto-Vation
or any of the handlebar items we use. Racing, 280 E. Harrison, Corona,
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California 91720, for $9.95. The price
is a little high, but it’s the best you can
get.
From the fork leg up to the top of
the number plate, the cable should run
in a straight line, without bowing to
the outside. There should be one or
more plastic or steel loops attached to
the upper or lower triple clamp to help
it on its way. Some bikes don’t use
them, especially if the cable runs up
the front of the number plate, but you
may still need one. The object is to
help the cable run a straight path right
up until it starts making a loop down
to the lever. With some careful eyeball
ing, you’ll be able to tell if you need an
extra guide.
If you regularly ride with a clock on
the crossbrace, as most enduro riders
do, you may have to install an extra
loop on the number plate to keep the
cable from flopping back and grab
bing your timepiece. One way or the
other, if the cable comes up in front of
the number plate, you want to keep it
in the front; if it comes up behind,
keep it behind.
Lastly, if the upper half of the cable
slaps you in the face constantly when
you ride, a shorter cable is needed. If
the whole thing is stretched tight when
your forks are at full extension, you
need a longer one. If you have to use

CABLE ROUTING
other than a stock length item, a little
bit of time spent snooping around the
parts department of your local shop
should turn up something in the right
size. As a last resort you should be able
to order a universal cable kit and build
whatever you may need.
Throttle and choke
We include the throttle and choke to
gether because they more or less share
the same route down to the carb. If
you don’t have a choke cable on your
bike, you’re ahead of the game. That’s
one less cable to worry about.
If you can start your bike and make
the idle go up and down as you turn the
bars from right to left, then the cable is
following the wrong path. The throttle
cable should cross from the bars to the
frame as close to the steering head as
possible. This way, there’s little chance
that the cable will pull unevenly. The
best route is low and under the cross
bar on the handlebars, down to the
steering head and then straight down
the frame backbone. This keeps all of
the cable out of the mess in front of the
steering head. But this is only possible

if the cable is short enough to ensure a
straight run to the top of the carb.
There must be plenty of room between
the tank, cylinder head and pipe to
keep it out of trouble.
If you can’t run the cable behind the
steering head, aim it in a smooth loop
around all possible snags out front,
then bring it back and tie-wrap it right
up against the side of the steering head.
What you’re trying to do is keep the
cable as close as possible to the point
the bars pivot from.
From here the cable will probably
run under the tank and down the
frame backbone until it drops down to
the carb. Whatever you do, keep that
cable as far away from the hot pipe
and cylinder as you can—use plenty of
tie-wraps or wire loops to keep it out
of the way. As with any cable, make
smooth, gradual bends down to the
carb; once there, use a snug-fitting rub
ber boot over the top adjuster on the
cap. If you want to make sure that the
cable won’t pull out of the adjuster,
wire it the same way we did on the
front brake.

Clutch
You may think that the clutch cable
is one you don’t have to worry about,
but did you know that you could make
your clutch action easier just by rout
ing the cable properly? It’s true. And,
you may even be able to improve the
whole system—with a little work.
Just like a throttle cable, you don’t
want the clutch cable pulling tight
when you turn the bars back and forth,
so right away you know that the cable
should be close to the steering head.
The normal route is around the front
of the bars, tied to the steering head
and then down the front downtube to
the actuating point on the cases. If you
have plenty of room around the cases,
or a cable that’s a little short, you can
run it behind the steering head just like
the throttle cable. Either way, tie-wrap
the cable housing securely to the downtube. Keep it away from the pipe.
Down at the cases is where you can
make the most improvements, if need
ed. The most important requirement
for a light clutch pull is a cable with no
sharp bends in it, and a straight shot at
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Wiseco Forged
“Super Light
Pistons
They do it all for you!

Super light,yet super strong, these pistons
are made for those who believe there’s a
direct relationship between acceleration and
piston weight. They’re just what you need for
a more responsive engine, greater reliability,
and longer piston life. Wiseco “Super Lights”
are available for all the hot MX bikes, including the 80 cc models
Sizes available: Standard, .010, .020, .030, .040, .060, .080.
Now Available:
Complete line of replacement pistons for most all dirt bikes — oversizes up to .080.
Wiseco Racer’s Technical Service Center
will be at many major races.
It features a boring bar, hon
ing and deburring equip
ment, complete selection
of pistons and rings,
plus expert technical advice.

Wiseco Piston, Inc.
7220 Industrial ParkBlvd.
Mentor, OH 44060
(216) 951-6600
Call Toll Free Nationwide (except Ohio) 800-321-1364
In Ohio Call Toll Free 800-362-1368

Send for Latest Brochure (#CB-16) + Jacket Patch and Decal Set-$1
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For the best, safest operation, the front
brake cable should run a straight line
right up to the lever.

You may find it's necessary to add
another loop to the top of the front brake
cable. On this bike, the extra loop keeps
the cable away from the enduro dock.

The best you can do with speedo cables
is to keep them out of the bushes. Two
methods are shown here.

the actuating lever on the cases. There
will most likely be a molded or boltedon boss or slot for the end of the cable
to sit in or attach to. Make sure the
cable housing is seated properly at this
point. Then eyeball the run of the in
ner cable to the actuating arm. You
want a straight line from the center of
the cable housing to the arm, with the
inner cable not rubbing against the
edge of the cable housing or any part
of the cases. If it is rubbing on any
thing at all, cut, grind, file, or relocate
to get it running in a straight line.
Following the above guidelines with
a new cable, your clutch pull will be as

light as it can be, stock, but it’s pos
sible to make it even lighter. A lot of
racers these days are lightening up
their clutch action by lengthening the
actuating lever. And it’s not a difficult
job. All you need to do is remove the
lever from the cases, cut it in half, and
add a section to the middle to make it
about Vi-inch longer. Once you do this,
though, you’ll probably need a cable a
little longer than stock, and have to
change the mounting position around
some.
If your bike has a clutch mechanism
that uses internal linkage, like a CanAm, for example, the most you can

usually do is make sure the cable is
pointed in the best direction. If you
really want to make the clutch lighter
at any cost, check with the service de
partment of your dealer. They may be
able to help you.
Speedometer
Not much can be done with a speedo
cable. The fact that the ends are fast
ened tightly at the top and bottom
guarantees that it’ll bow out when the
forks are compressed. What we need is
a speedometer with the cable attach
ment on the side rather than at the bot
tom, so the cable could loop up and
out of the way, like a brake cable.

THERE’S LOGIC IN THE LOOK

Model 50

Model 61
Model 30

The Simpson Helmet Unique
Distinctive Designed with purpose
for the ride. Your ride
We considered the important
aspects of safety, comfort and fit.
aerodynamics, weight and styling,
then designed the Model 30. 50
and 61 to go far beyond the expec
tations of the rider of the 80 s
It's the kind of helmet design the
last three Indy 500 winners have

enjoyed and top riders and drivers
the world over use in confidence
Experience the ultra-light feel
and fit. the quiet aerodynamics and
the superb finish of a Simpson
Because after your motorcycle,
it's the most important purchase
you'll make Send for full-color cata
log to SIMPSON SPORTS. 22630
S Normandie Ave . Dept. CG
Torrance. CA 90502 (213) 320-2204

Beyond Ordinary...
There Is Only
Simpson
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FROM THOSE WONDERFUL GUYS WHO BRING
YOU MOTOCROSS ACTION AND DIRT BIKE

NOW A QUARTERLY.
Our first issue outsold every
other magazine in this fast
growing three-wheel and Odyssey
field.
That's why we have launched
Dirt Wheels as a Quarterly Publi
cation.
Dirt Wheels, the only MAGAZIN E to Give you the Total
Picture on the Fast-Growing
Three-Wheel and Odyssey
Sport. Whether you're into Rac
ing, Tech ideas, or just Playing
Around — we've got it covered.
Complete Race Stories, De
tailed Technical Articles, Fascin
ating Features and Tests Con
ducted by our Expert Editorial
Staff are all put into each JamPacked Issue of DIRT WHEEL S.
YOUCANBECOMEA
CHARTER MEMBER OFTHE
DIR T WHEEL S S U B S C RIPTI0 N
CLUB. SAVEOVER$2.00OFFTHE
REGULAR 4-ISSUES' NEWS
STAND PRICE OF $8.00.

CABLE ROUTING
Until then, we have to live with what
we’ve got. Make sure the cable is
screwed on tight at both ends, and
clamp it good at the top of the fork leg.
Use tie-wraps to aim the bowing down
and back, rather than straight out.
There are a number of different types
of wire loop guides available to keep
them under control. If your bike
doesn’t have one, it may be possible
that another model’s guide can be
made to fit. Try to keep it out of the
bushes, and replace it when it gets
sloppy; that’s the best you can do.
Rear brake
There are a few machines with a
cable-operated rear brake; like a
speedo cable, not much can be done
with it. Use tie-wraps to keep it out
of the rear tire. Check the action with
the shocks removed to make sure that
it isn’t binding on full travel. If you
find a problem, it’s usually because
something is bent, broken or just plain
worn-out. Setting up a new cable in the
stock position will normally cure it.
A few general hints
Many people today are saying that
you should never lube a cable; that the
lube attracts dirt and wrecks the in
sides. This is wrong. The only cables
you shouldn’t lube are teflon-lined
cables, such as Terry cables. It is true
that oil attracks dust, so let us let you
in on our own cable secret: silicone
spray. Shoot that stuff in a cable with
a Yamaha lube injector and they’ll
work slick as a greased hound.
Speaking of Terry cables, most of
the accessory front brake cables are
coming with plastic stiffener tubes
wrapped around the outside housing
to make them even more resistant to
bowing out. If you need a new front
brake cable, look one up—they’re
worth the extra bucks.
It is possible to shorten cables, but
don’t expect a great amount of suc
cess at it until you’ve done it a few
times. The outside housing can be cut

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND LET THE MAILMAN
DO THE REST FOR ONLY $5.98.
I Enclose check or money order for $5.98. Send to: DIRTWHEELS Subscription Department, Box317,
l Encino, California 91316
l

J Name______________________________________________________________________________________
i

I Address___________ .________________________________________________________________________
l
| City/ State/Zip______________________________________________________________________________
l Canadian add $3, other foreign add $4 additional postage and handling. (U.S. funds, please.) qq 7

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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To keep them seated in the adjusters,
safety wiring on the front brake and
throttle cables is a good idea.

HI-POINT 2 CYCLE
CONCENTRATE
Sometimes the smoothest dutch action
can be obtained by changing the
position of the cable. On this Kawasaki,
a small bracket was built to re-route the
cable away from the pipe and cylinder,
and to aim it in a straighter line to the
actua ting lever.

off with a pair of sharp, diagonal wire
cutters, or ground off with a grinder.
The wire cutters will do a good job on
the inner cable, too. The barrels on the
cable ends are just soldered on, but
make sure they’re firmly re-soldered
before you reuse them—a bad job
means they’ll pull right off. You can
also expect a little trouble crimping the
metal ends back on the housing.
If we still haven’t managed to dis
courage you, at least practice on an old
cable before you start cutting up the
good ones! □

The Choice of Champions
like Dick Burleson
For over 12 years. HiPoint has been provid
ing the specialized oils
for motorcycle racing.
Hi-Point was one of
the first to develop a 2
cycle concentrate 12
years ago, and has
pioneered many speDICK BURLESON cialty lubricants for
7 time Enduro Champion
the Cyclist.
Champions like Dick Burleson rely on HiPoint Deluxe 2-Cycle Concentrate to deliver
the winning performance to keep them a
champion.
Pick up a bottle or case at your Hi-Point
Racing Products dealer and find out why HiPoint is the "Choice of Champions".
HI-POINT RACING PRODUCTS
Penton imports Company

3709 W. Erie Ave., Lorain, OH 44053
Oates Dr.. Sacramento. CA 95827

9604

DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES
INVITED

BURN THE COMPETITION
. NOT THE COURSE! A spark arrestor is much more than an accessory - it's a
necessity' In many oil road areas you not only lace a quick bust lor running without one. hut you're also a very
real lire hazard1 Answer Products spark arrestors are US Forestry Approved and hand-built to lit your bike
perlectly. Our no-hassle, bolt-on design means any MX bike can be completely ready lor trail riding in minutes
- without restricting exhaust How1
LONGER LIFE AND LESS WEIGHT! Answer Products superior engineering gives you a spark arrestor that 's lighter
and stronger than the others! It's maintenance-tree, rebuildable. and features aircraft grade welding and hardware
lor years uI hard riding'
YAMAHA
YZ 125 g.h
IT 175 g.h
YZ 250 e.l.g.h

$64.95
64.95
64 95

IT 250 g.h
YZ 465 g.h

64 95
64 95

SUZUKI
RM 100/125
100/125 n.l
n.l .
RM
PE175l.it
PE 175 t.x
HM 250/400 n.l
n.t
PE 250/400 l.x
HM 125/250/465 *
HONDA
CR 125 r.ra.rb
CR 250 r.ra.rb .
CR 450 rb

59.95
64 95
59.95
69 95
69 95
6995
69.95
69 95

HUSKY
HUSKY
rn nn wn 7Q
XC.CR.OR.WR.
79 At
81
Z
KAWASAKI
J^W*5**'
KX 125 78-80
.
KDX 1 75 80
KDX 250/420 80-81
KX 250A6 A7
CAN AM
MX-6 250/400
MAICO
MAG.MI.M2.ME.
250 490
REBUILD KIT

—

Available through your liner
motorcycle dealers or through
us. Send money orders to avoid
delay. Add $1 lor handling Foreign
orders add 10% Pre-patd in U.S
Funds CA residents add 6% sales tax.
Make _

. Model -

.CC _Yr_

Name_
Address _

City/St/Zip _
Phone_____

_ Catalog $5.00

CALL FOR MODELS NOT LISTED
ANSWER PRODUCTS. INC.
7846 Alabama Ave.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 340-1083
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